
GOEWEIL relies on MES as central system on the shop 
floor

Reference Report
Ready for the future: 
Agricultural machinery manufacturer 
digitalises production
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Closely linked to the ambitious project was the desire for com-
prehensive digitalisation at the site. Mathias Kapfer, Opera-
tions Manager at the Rainbach site, recalls the challenges at 
the start of the project: „We rely on a bead chain system in the 
paint shop and assembly. This means that the planned pro-
cesses take place in a fixed order sequence that is difficult or 
impossible to intervene in. The challenge lies in equipping the 
transport elements for the parts to be painted (the so-called 
carriers) with components in such a way that the formulas and 
painting processes defined for them fit together and can sub-
sequently be supplied to the correct assembly stations. This 
basic setting alone eliminated several suppliers in the MES 
pre-selection process!“ The aim was to „attack“ the painted 
parts as little as possible and to always have them at the right 
places and workstations without any major detours.

INTEGRATIVE SYSTEMS ARE THE KEY
An ERP and warehouse management system (WMS) were al-
ready in use at GOEWEIL before construction of the new site 
began. The MES planned for production was to be seamlessly 
linked to the existing structures and form a unit with them. 
With cronetwork MES, a system was ultimately found that 
ideally maps and supports the existing and future processes. 

Today, the WMS is triggered by the detailed production plan-
ning and thus the necessary picking steps are initiated. The 
parts to be painted set off, are planned on carriers and finally 
pass through the paint shop. In detail, this means that based 
on the planning data in detailed scheduling, the WMS is infor-
med where and at what time the required components need to 
be provided in production. An availability check is carried out 
via the WMS, which returns the updated data to cronetwork 
MES. If all components are available, the order is released by 
the planner. This is followed by the scheduling and commissi-
oning of the transports by the WMS, the start of the painting 
process and finally the delivery to the assembly workstations. 
cronetwork is always informed about order statuses, storage 
locations, etc. through continuous, automatic synchronisation 
and thus assumes the leading role in the digital shop floor pro-
cess.

When we think of the production of agricultural machinery, 
very few of us have images of an ultra-modern, tidy and, 
above all, digitalised production environment in our mind‘s 
eye. But this is exactly what you will find in Rainbach in Upper 
Austria - the successful agricultural machinery manufacturer 
and machine builder GOEWEIL has set up a “smart factory“ at 
its latest site, which is paving the way for the company‘s 
future thanks to state-of-the-art technologies and systems. 
cronetwork MES plays a central role here as the leading 
system on the shop floor!

For more than 35 years, 
the name GOEWEIL has 
stood for the highest 
quality product pro-
gramme in the field of 
bale wrapping and ba-
ling technology on the 
agricultural machinery 
market. Thanks to a 
very high export share, 
the Austrian machines 
are not only known and 
successfully used in 
Europe, but also world-
wide. In addition, the 
extremely robust and 
powerful machines are 
now also used in indus-
trial environments. In 

other words, the family-run company has grown rapidly, but is 
also facing new challenges.

NEW LOCATION, NEW CHALLENGES
GOEWEIL products have always been produced at the main 
site in Kirchschlag in Upper Austria. In order to be able to meet 
the new market requirements and high demand in the future, 
investments were made in the construction of a completely 
new production site. Agricultural products are now also pain-
ted, assembled and dispatched in Rainbach on an area of more 
than 15,000 m². 

“You could say that 
cronet work detailed sche-
duling is THE tool for our 
AV to be able to mirror 
production as a digital 
timeline. As a result, we 
now work in a more struc-
tured way and have been 
able to free up resources.“
 
Mathias Kapfer, plant manager at 
GOEWEIL

1 Mathias Kapfer, plant manager,  
GOEWEIL Maschinenbau GmbH

2 State-of-the-art systems and technologies are in use at 
GOEWEIL Maschinenbau GmbH‘s newest site in Rainbach, 

Upper Austria.
3 Bale wrapping and baling technology 

4 Mechanical engineering at the highest level

GOEWEIL
MES as central system on 
the shop floor
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Products:  Agricultural machinery in the field of bale wrapping  
 and balingtechnology, bale loosening and transport 
 equipment, high-tip buckets and knife grinders 
Employees:  approx. 270 
cronetwork modules:  plant data collection, machine data collection,  
 detailed scheduling (APS)

Kapfer also praises the professional cooperation with Industrie 
Informatik: “To put it simply, cronetwork MES has covered our 
requirements best of all the providers. We have also been in 
close contact with the staff at Industrie Informatik since the 
start of the project. They always endeavour to implement our 
additional requirements in the standard, which is possible to 
a very high percentage. However, customised adaptations are 
also no problem and can be implemented quickly.“

CONCLUSION
The digital shop floor has become a reality at the new GOEWEIL 
site. The MES as the central hub for this delivers what was 
expected of it - and even more. Above all, the digital mapping 
of the bead chain system in cronetwork is an important step 
towards resource efficiency. A large proportion of warehouse 
and logistics activities are no longer necessary and chaotic 
warehouses are a thing of the past. The close connection and 
high level of integration with neighbouring systems such as 
ERP and WMS enable paperless, automated, structured and 
documented workflows. In addition, the high-performance 
detailed production planning system takes care of scheduling 
coordination on the shop floor, which takes a lot of work off 
the shoulders of the foreman and frees up capacity and 
concentration for other important tasks in the plant. Last but 
not least, the transparent processes (keyword terminals) have 
uncovered a great deal of further optimisation potential on the 
production line.

Mathias Kapfer concludes: “We are currently still working on 
further optimising the use of cronetwork MES in our plant. 
The possibilities in the combination of MDC, PDC and detailed 
scheduling are huge and we are only at the beginning of our 
journey!“

OPTIMISATION POTENTIAL THANKS TO INTENSIVE USE
In addition to the paint shop, assembly is also planned using 
cronetwork detailed scheduling. Most GOEWEIL products 
consist of a large number of assemblies. These are fed to the 
final assembly line “just-in-time“ from several workstations 
via cronetwork MES. This means that these neighbouring 
workstations must be planned in such a way that the final 
assembly line is optimally supplied with the necessary 
assemblies. This complex task can be mastered very efficiently 
with cronetwork MES.

The data collected (quantities, times, etc.) is recorded using 
cronetwork plant data collection (PDC). The focus here is on 
the employees on the shop floor. Employees are informed via 
the terminals at the workstation when which assembly sec-
tions need to be started or completed and when the required 
parts are available. They can also call up other product-relevant 
information such as drawings. „Our colleagues also like to use 
the cronetwork terminals to look into the near future. This me-
ans they are better prepared for upcoming orders. One effect 
that we underestimate is the many ideas for optimisation that 
come from our employees based on this new information and 
constantly improve our processes,“ says Kapfer. An important 
factor is the close cooperation and the right of colleagues to 
have a say in the design of the terminals.

MES IS NOW THE CENTRAL SYSTEM IN PRODUCTION
Mathias Kapfer sums up the current status of the digitalisati-
on measures on the shop floor: “cronetwork MES is the central 
system in our production. All orders from our ERP are automa-
tically transferred to the MES, moulded into a timeline with 
the help of detailed scheduling and automatically sent to the 
linked systems such as the WMS, the paint shop and the as-
sembly workstations after final approval. You could say that 
cronetwork detailed scheduling is THE tool for our AV to be 
able to mirror production as a digital timeline. As a result, we 
now work in a more structured, well-planned way and have 
been able to free up resources.“ 

Additional information 
online at: 

www.goeweil.com

www.industrieinformatik.com
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Industrie Informatik GmbH, Austria
4020 Linz :: Wolfgang-Pauli-Str. 2
1190 Vienna :: Leopold-Ungar-Platz 2 :: Top 421
tel.: +43 732 6978-0 :: fax: +43 732 6978-12 :: e-mail: info@industrieinformatik.com 

Industrie Informatik Deutschland GmbH, Germany
40880 Ratingen bei Duesseldorf :: Kaiserswerther Str. 115 :: tel.: +49 2102 3706-0 
77955 Ettenheim :: Tullastr. 19 
tel.: +49 7642 4971-0 :: fax: +49 7642 4971-0-29 :: e-mail: info@industrieinformatik.com
 
Industrie Informatik (Shanghai ) Co., Ltd., PR China
201203 Shanghai, Pudong, 88 Keyuan Road, German Centre of Industry and Trade, 
Unit 701-010, Block 1, China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone 
tel.: +86 21 2898 6790 :: fax: +86 21 2898 6010 :: e-mail: info@industrieinformatik.com

英杜睿信息技术（上海）有限公司英杜睿信息技术（上海）有限公司
中国（上海）自由贸易试验区, 科苑路中国（上海）自由贸易试验区, 科苑路88号号1分区分区701-010单元, 德国中心, 浦东单元, 德国中心, 浦东
电话电话: +86 21 2898 6790 :: 传真传真: +86 21 2898 6010 :: e-mail: info@industrieinformatik.com

Detailed scheduling :: scheduling board :: APS :: order network formation :: optimizer

PDC :: plant data collection :: in-process quality control :: traceability :: transport

MDC :: machine data collection :: process data collection

T&A :: time and attendance :: personnel scheduling

BI :: reports :: PIDO & portal :: KPI :: predictive analytics

cronetworld :: 360° manufacturing platform :: realtime integration


